Abstract. A notion of controlled invariance is developed which is suited to Hamiltonian control systems. This is done by replacing the controlled invariant distribution, as used for general nonlinear control systems, by the controlled invariant function group. It is shown how Lagrangian or coisotropic controlled invariant function groups can be made invariant by static, respectively dynamic, Hamiltonian feedback. This constitutes a first step in the development of a geometric control theory for Hamiltonian systems that explicitly uses the given structure.
Introduction
In the last fifteen years the so-called geometric theory of linear systems has proved to be a powerful tool in the solution of various control and synthesis problems (see the trendsetting book of Wonham (1979) ). The basic concept in this theory is the notion of controlled invariance or (A, B)-invariance of a linear subspace of the state space. Recently, due to the work of Isidori-Krener-Gori-Giorgi-Monaco (1981a) and Hirschorn (1981) this basic notion has been successfully generalized to nonlinear systems (Firstly to nonlinear systems which are affine in the inputs and in Nijmeijer-van der Schaft (1982b) also to general nonlinear systems). In this nonlinear generalization the linear subspaces are replaced by (involutive) distributions on the state space, or their corresponding foliations. Roughly speaking, a distribution on the state space of a system is controlled invariant if it can be made invariant (in a precise geometric sense) by applying (nonlinear) feedback to the system. This notion of a controlled invariant distribution has already been used in problems like nonlinear disturbance decoupling, non-interacting control and invertibility.
Although the development of this theory has been very successful, it is clear that for many control and synthesis purposes it will not be possible to develop an adequate theory coveting all nonlinear systems. For instance the treatment of stability, which is missing up till now in the nonlinear geometric theory, seems very hard in the general case. Therefore it will also be necessary to focus on special types of nonlinear systems. In our opinion, a natural candidate for such a subclass of nonlinear systems is formed by the Hamiltonian systems, as originally proposed by Brockett (1977) , and developed in a series of papers by the author and others, see e.g. van der Schaft (1981 van der Schaft ( , 1982 van der Schaft ( , 1983b . A prototype of a Hamiltonian system are the classical Euler-Lagrange equations with external forces. Although in many applications the Hamiltonian description constitutes an idealization (neglection of friction, dissipation etc.) it has proved to be at least a very natural starting point. Outstanding examples are robot manipulators, large space structures and in general (conservative) mechanical systems.
The basic philosophy of this paper is that in dealing with these Hamiltonian systems it is worthwhile to explicitly use the Hamiltonian structure in the solution of control and synthesis problems, and to look for solutions which "remain within the Hamiltonian framework". Most importantly, the feedback which is applied, can and/or should be of a Hamiltonian (and therefore physically interpretable!) form. Of course one could apply the nonlinear geometric theory immediately to Hamiltonian systems. However the feedback which is needed to make a controlled invariant distribution invariant will in general affect the Hamiltonian form of the equations. Since we want to take advantage of the Hamiltonian structure and not to reduce the system to an "ordinary" nonlinear system, this is clearly not satisfying. Therefore as a basic step in building a geometric theory for Hamiltonian systems we have to develop a notion of controlled invariance which is particularly suited to Hamiltonian systems. Preliminary work on such a concept of Hamiltonian controlled invariance has already been done in van der Schaft (1983a) for the case of linear Hamiltonian systems. In this paper this will be extended to the nonlinear case. The basic contribution will be the introduction of the controlled invariant function group, which will replace the controlled invariant distribution. We will prove, under certain conditions, that a Lagrangian controlled invariant function group can be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback, i.e. feedback which leaves the Hamiltonian form invariant, while coisotropic controlled invariant function groups can be made invariant by dynamic Hamiltonian feedback, i.e. the addition of a Harniltonian compensator. From a mathematical point of view the notion of a Lagrangian controlled invariant function group is related to the classical concept of complete integrability of Hamiltonian vectorfields.
Certainly, the theory in this paper should be seen as only a first step in the development of a geometric control theory of Hamiltonian systems, and so we will only use Lagrangian and coisotropic controlled invariant function groups in the solution of the somewhat ubiquitous disturbance decoupling problem for Hamiltonian systems. Apart from Lagrangian or coisotropic function groups also symplectic controlled invariant function groups are of much interest. They seem to be the natural tool in the Hamiltonian non-interacting control problem. This will be dealt with in a future paper (Nijmeijer & van der Schaft (1984c) , see also (1984b)).
Hamiltonian systems. We will briefly review the definition of a Hamiltonian system, see e.g. van der Schaft (1982 van der Schaft ( , 1983b . Let M be a 2n-dimensional connected manifold with symplectic form to. By Darboux's theorem there exist n local coordinates (q, p) = (ql .... , qn, Pl, " ", Pn) Function groups. We briefly collect some facts about function groups and Poisson structures, which date back to Lie (1890) and were recently rediscovered by various authors (cf. Weinstein (1983) , Hermann (1977) ). Let M be a connected symplectic manifold with Poisson bracket (F, G ) = to(X F, XG). We call a collection ~ of smooth functions from M to R a function space, if 1) ~" is a linear subspace (over R) of C~(M), the smooth functions on M.
2) If F 1 ..... F, ~ ~-and G : R ~ --) R is a smooth function, then G(F 1 .... , F~) ~-. Furthermore, we call ~" a function group if also 3) ~" is dosed under Poisson bracket, i.e. if F 1, F 2 ~ ~-, then ( F1, F 2 ) ~ ~-. Notice that by 2) a non-empty function space always contains R, the constant functions on M (actually by this fact condition 2) implies condition 1)!). Given some functions F 1 ..... F~ on M we denote by span (F 1 ..... Fk} the smallest function space containing these functions. Furthermore the sum ~-1 + ~-2 of two function spaces ~-x, ~2 will be the smallest function_space containing .,~-1 as well as ~-2. Given a function space ~', we denote by ~-the closure of .~-under Poisson bracket, i.e. the smallest function group containing ~'. Furthermore we
Let now G1, G2~.~"
and K:R2--*R, then
(1.8) and hence #" _L is a function space. Furthermore by the Jacobi-identity ( (GI, G2}, F} +{(G2, F) :-i + :'2 c :i+:-2 c (:
For a function space ~-we define the codistribution d~ as
and the distribution D~-as
In order to simplify considerably the technical details of the sequel we make the following assumption (also dating back to Lie), which will hold throughout this paper. 
It is easy to see that in case wq is a symplectic structure this is just the ordinary definition of a Hamiltonian vectorfield as in (1.1). Moreover we define a Poisson bracket ( , } a, corresponding to the Poisson structure w~j on R g as follows. Let
Again it is easy to conclude that if wq is a symplectic structure then this is just the ordinary Poisson bracket (1.2) on R 2". It follows from i) and ii) that ( , )ak is anti-symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi-identity ((F,G)nk,H}a~+{(G,H}n~,F}n~+({H,F}a~,G) (Lie (1890) , Weinstein (1983) (qx ..... qt, Pt, ..., Pt, Pt+~, ..., Pt+r } (1.18) with 2l + r = k.
Remark. Since the above theorem is local, it remains valid if we replace Condition A by Condition A'. We will now derive some propositions which will be useful later on. First we derive some connections between ~ and its distribution D~. [] Now we turn attention to the inclusions (1.10) and (1.11). []
Controlled Invarianee
Consider an arbitrary affine nonlinear system Remark. In the above definition one can replace function groups by function spaces, just like one can take arbitrary distributions in (2.2). However if a function space ~" satisfies (2.3), then so does the function group o~. In fact let F1, F 2 ~ o~'. Then by the Jacobi-identity
{H,(F1, F2} } = -(FI,(Fz, H}}-(Fz,(H, F1} ) ~ (F1, J +~ )
+{F2,o~-+c6°} C o@" +cg, and similarly (c~,(F1, F2}} c ~+c~.
The above definition is justified by the fact that a function group ~ is invariant, resp. locally controlled invariant, if and only if its corresponding distribution Ds~ is invariant, resp. locally controlled invariant: We now set up an algorithm, called the #'*-algorithm, to produce the maximal 1.c.i. function group contained in a given function group. This algorithm is completely similar to the ~*-algorithm in the linear case (Wonham (1979) ), and the corresponding algorithm in the nonlinear case (cf. Isidori et al. (1981a) ).
We notice that the existence of a maximal 1.c.i. function group contained in a given function group .La is already ensured by the following reasoning. Let ~-1, #-2 be 1.c.i. and contained in £a. Then by an easy application of the Jacobi-identity ~'1 + ~2 is again 1.c.i. and contained in £a. Introducing a partial ordering on function groups by setting #-
and applying Zorn's lemma, this implies that there exists a maximal 1.c.i. function group #-* contained in .W.
*-algorithm.
Define Proof. Let ~" be a 1.c.i. function group contained in &a. By induction we will prove ff c #-i, i =1,2,..., and hence ~" a o~'*. By assumption ~" c if1. Suppose ~-c~ "~. Then (H, ~'} C ~-+ rg c ~i + oK, and (oK, ~-) c ~-+cgc o~'~+ cg. Hence F c F ~+1.
[] Just as in the case of 1.c,i. distributions (see Assumption 2) we will make some regularity assumptions which will hold throughout the paper. First of all we assume that the 1.c.i. function groups ,~ satisfy Condition A (Assumption 1). Furthermore in Definition 2.1 we make the following Let now ~-* be the maximal 1.c.i. function group contained in ~e. Then by Proposition 2.2 we know that D~-. is a l.c.i, distribution contained in Ker d& a ± In general however, D~. is not the maximal 1.c.i. distribution contained in Kerd.~ ±. This is only true if the maximal l.c.i, distribution contained in Ker dL~' ±, denoted by D* is of the form D~-for a certain function group ~" (see Proposition 1.5.). In fact if D* = D~-, then ~-= ~-*. Furthermore notice that if we write D* = Ker d,gg', then we always have ~-* c ~Y" ±, since by Proposition 2.2 D~-. is a 1.c.i. distribution and so D~-, c D* c ker d~'.
Example 2.5. Consider a Hamiltonian system on (R 4, dpl/x dql + @2 A dq2 ) with H(q,p)= ½eq2p2 + 1 2 1 2 1 2 ~P2 + ~ql + ~q2 and C(q, p) = qr We want to compute the maximal 1.c.i. function group ,~* contained in ~± = span(q~,q2, P2}, and the maximal 1.c.i. distribution D* contained in KerdC=kerdqr Since ( H, C} = eq2pl, and (C, ( H, C)) = -e q2 and so Xc(Xn(C)) ~ 0 it follows from Isidori et al. (1981a) , that D* = Kerspan (dql, d(eq:pl) 
Denote .~ = span(q 1, eq2pl}, so D* = Kerd3¢'. Then ~-* c ~e "±. Now by Proposition 1.4 (~e') ± = (~)± (span(q1, q2, Pl}) -L = span(q2}. However { H, q2 } = P2 ~ span{ q2 } + span( ql }. Hence Jg" _L is not a 1.c.i. function group, and so ~-* contains only the constant functions: if* = R.
Remark. Local controlled invariance of function groups has an interesting global aspect. Let ~-be a 1.c.i. function group satisfying Condition A. Then ~-defines a Poisson structure on R k, with k = dim dff. Now assume there exists a global basis Xl,..., x~ of R ~ in which the Poisson structure is linear, i.e. the k functions wij take the form wij(x) = ~ CijrX r. Then R k can b e interpreted as the r=l dual t* of a Lie algebra ~ with structure coefficients c~j r (see Weinstein (1983) ). Denote the corresponding Lie group by G, then it follows that D~-is generated by a symplectic action of G on M, and that the induced map G ~ R k is the momentum mapping of this action. In Nijmeijer & van der Schaft (1984a) such a 1.c.i. distribution generated by a group action is called a partial symmetry.
Hamiitonian Feedback
As is well-known (Isidori et al. (1981b ), Nijmeijer (1981 ) the conditions of local controlled invariance of a distribution as stated in (2.2) are (under Assumption 2) equivalent to the local existence of a feedback which makes this distribution invariant (hence the name local controlled invariance). Precisely, let D be an involutive distribution for a nonlinear system (2.1) such that Assumption 2 is satisfied. Then D satisfies (2. (3.9)
The central problem of this paper is now the following. Given a l.c.i, function group #-, what additional conditions does ~r have to satisfy in order that ~-is locally Hamiltonian controlled invariant (1.h.c.i.). One additional condition is that ~-also has to be conditioned invariant, a concept which is treated in the next section.
Conditioned Invariance
In this section we define conditioned invariance for Hamiltonian systems and treat its duality with controlled invariance. Proof Let 6: be a conditioned invariant function group with M/" c 6 a. By induction we prove 6 :g c 6:, Vi. Assume 6 °~ c 6 ~ c 6:. Then {H, ~ G~i n C -L } C {H, S/' n ~ '± } c6:, and so ~i+l c ~Q~.
[] Again we will make the regularity assumption that the function groups 6 ~ in Definition 4 satisfy Condition A. With respect to the S:*-algorithm we assume that the function groups 67~ all satisfy Condition A. Then it is clear by dimensionality arguments that the S#*-algorithm always ends in a finite number of steps.
We now consider the duality between (local) controlled invariance and conditioned invariance for Hamiltonian systems.
Proposition 4.4. Let ~ be a l.c.i, function group. Then ~ . is a conditioned invariant function group. Conversely let 5a be a conditioned invariant function group. Assume that ~ is a function group and that 6: _L ~_ (~ is a function group. Furthermore let 6:,,Sa ±,~,d# -L + ~ satisfy Condition A. Then ~9 ~± is a l.c.i. function group.
Proof Let #-be 1.c.i. Take an F~#-and an F J-~#-'n(~±. Then
{(H, FJ-},F}=-({F~,F),H)-((F,H},F±)~(~-+~',FZ)=O, since F ± ~-_L n(~± c(~-+~)J_
(see 1.11). Hence (H,~ ± n~)co ~--L, and ~" ± is conditioned invariant.
Conversely let ~ be conditioned invariant. Take an S ~ ~9' n ~ ± and S ±~6 a±. b. By induction. Assume ~-i = (57i) ±. Then 57i c (57i) ± _L = (o~-i) ± and therefore by part a. 6ai+1_c(~'i+1)±. Now take an S ± ~(S~+i)J-. Then S _L ~ ~ ± and S ± ~ (H, 5"~n :g ±} ±. This last inclusion means that for any 
Then ((H,S±},S)=-((S±,S},H)-((S,H),SZ)~(6a, S ±)

Sie~iO~ "1", (S±,{H, Si}} =0. Now (S±,(H, Si}} = -{H,(Si, Si}}-(Si,(S±,H)) and since owi ~ 6~ i c S~i+t this implies that ((H, S ~ }, S i ) = 0 for any Sic gi
S# 3 = span( qx } + span( eq=Pi, P2, ql} and
~3 = span(qi,qz, pi, P2 } = C~(R4).
Therefore 6,'* = 6a 3 = C~(R 4) and ~'* (see Example 2.5) = (5:*) ± = R, in agreement with the above remark.
Invariance by Hamiltonian Feedback
We return to the central problem of finding conditions in order that a function group ~" for a Hamiltonian system (1. We noticed already that ~" has to be at least locally controlled invariant. Furthermore let ~" satisfy (5.1). Then
{H,~-~cg -L} = {H-PoC,~Nc~ -L} c ¢j (5.2)
Hence ~" also has to be conditioned invariant. Moreover if (5.1) is satisfied it follows from the Jacobi-identity that { H -P o C, ~ 1 } c ~ ". Hence ( H, o~-± } c~-± +c~ and as in (5.2) {H,~ "-L C~-L}c~ ''. Similarly {RioC,~-I)c ~-_L and so (C, F ± } c ~"" + ft. Therefore if ~ is 1.h.c.i. then ~-as well as ± have to be locally controlled and conditioned invariant. However in Proposition 4.4. we already derived that if ~-is 1.c.i. then ~-± is conditioned invariant, and hence if ~"" is 1.c.i. then J~ = (~ l ) • is conditioned invariant (see Prop. 1.4). So a necessary condition for ~-to be 1.h.c.i. is that ~-and ~-Jare both locally controlled invariant.
One may suspect that this condition (maybe under some additional integrability and regularity conditions) is also sufficient for ~" to be locally Hamiltonian controlled invariant. However this is not true as already shown by the linear case (see van der Schaft (1983a), Nijmeijer & van der Schaft (1984b) ). In this case o~-is spanned by linear functions on R 2, and D~ corresponds to a linear subspace of R 2n. Moreover ~-is 1.c.i. if and only if J~ is conditioned invariant. So the condition that ~ and ~-_L are 1.c.i. is equivalent to ~-being controlled and conditioned invariant. This implies that there exists output feedback u = Ky which makes ~¢" invariant. Now output feedback u = Ky is Hamiltonian feedback if and only if K = K r. However in general K cannot be taken to be symmetric. Only in case ~" is Lagrangian or symplectic this is always possible. 
Remark. If ~-is coisotropic then dim d~'(x) >1 ½ dim M. Furthermore a coisotropic ~" is Lagrangian if and only if dim d~(x)
Therefore also in the nonlinear case for arbitrary ~" the condition that ~r and ~" _L are 1.c.i. may only imply that D~ can be made invariant by output feedback, not necessarily Hamiltonian feedback. In fact in the nonlinear case there is an extra complication because controlled and conditioned invariance is not enough for the existence of output feedback. We need an extra integrability condition as shown in Nijmeijer & van der Schaft (1982a) .
In this section we shall show that also in the nonlinear case a Lagrangian function group ~-which is 1.c.i. (and hence also ~-x = ~-is 1.c.i.) can be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback, provided the extra integrability condition for the existence of output feedback is satisfied. Moreover for Hamiltonian systems this condition can be stated in a much more concrete way than for general nonlinear systems. Preliminary investigations (Nijmeijer & van der Schaft (1984c)) suggest that also symplectic nonlinear functions groups ~ are l.h.c.i, if #v and ~-_L are 1.c.i., again provided the extra integrability condition is satisfied.
Furthermore in the next section we shall show how coisotropic 1.c.i. function groups may be made invariant by dynamic Hamiltonian feedback, by lifting the function group to a Lagrangian 1.c.i. function group for an augmented Hamiltonian system. Remark 1. In all these three cases (o~-=~'±, ~ ±C~, ~A~ ±=R) o~ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1, so we may derive a local normal form for ~. 
= XH°~jXcj-E CjXetj "~-l)i ~ijXcj +
This is investigated in van der , and gives a hint to handle 1.c.i. Gl(y,u) , Gz(y,u) {Gl (y,u,z),G2(y,u,z) }r*vxn"
since the Poisson structure on R" is zero. (Notice that for computing (Gt(y, u, z), G2(Y, u, z) We now state the main theorem. 
.. F e } on T*Y × R ~ "projects" to a function space on T'Y, i.e. there exist functions G~ .... , Ge: T'Y---' R such that
in every point (y, u, z) Remark. Since the theorem is essentially local in nature, we may replace Condition A by Condition A'.
Proof. Let #" satisfy 1 up till 5. First we will prove that o~e as well as .~e are function groups, such that {Fie, Fje}r.rxR. = {Ge, Gf}r.r= 0, i, j=l ..... n. Consider F1, F 2 e ~-. By application of the Jacobi-identity in every x = (q, p) e M (see also van der Schaft (1983c))
H-.=IUjCj,{Ft, F2} (x)
= (Vr(C(x),u,e(x)),e~(x)}-(eI(C(x),u,V(x)),F~(x))
~ oF~ or~
OF~. OF; j=l j=l "~J since ~-is Lagra~gian. Furthermore by the above reasoning we may take k independent functions G~,..., G~, of the form (5.11) and spanning ,~e such that (5.24) and the feedback transformed system equals We remark that the construction of action-angle coordinates used in the context of such completely integrable Hamiltonian vectorfields can be immediately applied to Lagrangian invariant function groups. This yields a sort of global interpretation of the local normal form (5.25) (see Abraham & Marsden (1978) ).
L~iY) L~(y)
Remark. Although we have confined ourselves to affine Hamiltonian systems (1.4), the developed theory of local controlled invariance can be extended to general Hamiltonian systems given by a generating function H (q, p, u) , as treated in Brockett (1977) , van der Schaft ( , b, 1983b H(q, p,u) , F~} = Fie( -OH -~-~( q, p, u), u, F(q, p) )
where F.'= (F1,..., Fg). So the only difference with (5.7) is that the F/e need no longer to be affine in u. Furthermore if ~ is Lagrangian it can be proved (cf. van der Schaft (1984b), Theorem 5) that the mapping F~ ~ Fi e is a Poisson algebra morphism, and so {F/, Fj}r.rxak = 0, Vi, j, as in Theorem 5.2.
Invarianee by Dynamic Hamiltonian Feedback
In the previous section we have seen that under an integrability condition and some regularity assumptions a Lagrangian function group ~" locally can be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback if ~-is locally controlled invariant. In this section we will show how we can extend this procedure to coisotropic function groups. The trick is to augment the state space of the system and to lift the coisotropic function group to a Lagrangian function group on the augmented state space. Hamiltonian feedback for this augmented system corresponds to dynamic Hamiltonian feedback for the original system. Conversely, if (6.6) holds, then conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied.
In order to construct the function group :~t we need the following lernma, which follows from Theorem 1.1. but also can be proved directly. (1983)) we can extend the set (pk_,+ X ..... P,) to a set (q, p)= (qz ..... q,, Pz,-", P,) of canonical coordinates. Now consider a function F(q, p) contained in :. Since :" = span( pk_,+ z,..., P~ ) we have 0=-(F,p~}=-~,i=k-n+l,...,n.
Hence F is only a function of (ql,..., qk-,, Pz,''., P,) (wij) = t! l p10 p00x/ we take Q1 = q2, Px = P2 + qlPl, P2 = logpl + q2, Q2 = qlpl (assume Pl > 0).
The augmented state space will be Q1, Q2, P1, P2, 41, ~2 and ~uft = span(Q1 + ~2, P1 + ~1, P2}. However although ~aft is 1.c.i. and Lagrangian, it cannot be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback. This is because the integrability condition 2 is not satisfied (because of the qlpl-term in ~,~, while C ---ql)
Application to Disturbance Decoupling
Probably the easiest application of controlled invariance is the problem of disturbance decoupling. Consider a Hamiltonian system (1.4) with additional disturbances where zl,..., z r are the so-called to-be-regulated variables.
One now wishes to apply Hamiltonian feedback to (7.1) such that after feedback the disturbances do not influence the to-be-regulated variables. This can be done, using Theorems 5.2 and 6.2, if there exists a locally controlled invariant function group ~', contained in the function group ~± = (span(G 1 ..... Gr) ) ±, which is Lagrangian or coisotropic, and such that the distribution span{ El,... , E t } is contained in D~l (Recall the construction of ~-lift in (6.5)!). In case ~ is Lagrangian, static Hamiltonian feedback is sufficient; otherwise dynamic Hamiltonian feedback is needed. Notice that a necessary condition for the existence of such an ~-is that f¢ _L itself has to be coisotropic. Indeed let .~ c ~ _L with ~'" c~', then ~c(c~') ± c~'" c~'c~ ±.
A computational procedure for solving the disturbance decoupling problem by Hamiltonian feedback may be the following:
1. Compute the maximal 1.c.i. function group .~* contained in ff ", using the ~-*-algorithm (2.4). Ek(x ) = Xck(x), k = 1,...,r (7.3)
In this case if a function group .~" satisfies ~ c ~ ±, then automatically ff c (~ ± ) ± c o~ ±, and so span{E 1 .... , Er} = D~ c D~-. Hence if o~-is coisotropic we are done (apart from conditions 2, 3, 4, 5 of Theorem 6.2). In the linear case one can even prove that in this situation disturbance decoupling by general dynamic feedback is possible if and only if there exists a coisotropic ~ with c ~ ± and so if and only if disturbance decoupling by dynamic Hamiltonian feedback is possible.
Conclusion
The notion of a locally controlled invariant distribution is specialized to Hamiltonian systems by introducing the concept of a locally controlled invariant function group. It is shown that 1.c.i. Lagrangian function groups can be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback provided an extra integrability condition necessary for the existence of output feedback, is satisfied. This also appears :o be the case for symplectic functions groups. Other classes of function groups ~" with ~" and ff ± 1.c.i. in general cannot be made invariant by Hamiltonian feedback. However one expects that a "generalized type" of Hamiltonian feedback might work. This is strongly related to the nature of the mapping F, ~ F/ in (5.7), which in this paper is only investigated in the (easy) Lagrangian case.
Furthermore, it is shown that coisotropic 1.c.i. function groups which satisfy the integrability condition can be made invariant by dynamic Hamiltonian feedback.
The developed notion of controlled invariant function groups is only a first, although basic, step in a geometric theory of Hamiltonian control systems. For instance it seems fruitful to combine this notion with the stabilization procedure for Hamiltonian systems as proposed in van der Schaft (1984b).
